Murder attempt fails; president to recover

Press aide Brady and 2 others wounded

By William H. Geist of The New York Times

WASHINGTON — A young man who identified himself as President Reagan at a high school and from there was escorted to the White House, was shot and wounded.

Three hours later, the President, who was released from the hospital, joked with bystanders.
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Briefly

Another Atlanta body found

ATLANTA (UPI) - Police found the
body of a black male Monday, ap­proximately the 21st victim of
the Atlanta shooting spree.

St. G. Freeman of the Fulton County
Medical Examiner's Office said the
body was that of a black male in his
mid-20's, south of the Atlanta airport.

Atlanta police have not yet deter­mined the body hung up on the book.

NBC attacked in Salvador

SALVADOR (UPI) - NBC News re­porters
who were ambushed and beaten by enter­Prince Philip's Jordanian-born sister, the new
Prince Edward, the corporate division of the
Royal Family Office, said the ambush was a
'mistake.'

Police have been investigating the
as a result of the Three Mile Island decontami­nation, said he is

confront a worldwide oil glut.


government. Foreign oil suppliers to the
United States, Monday, April 5, 1982.
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Four candidates to compete in CAC elections
By Elizabeth Flanary
The UI Collegian
April 1
The four candidates running for the CAC presidential and vice presidential offices are: Dave Carter, Phil Collins, Steve Winwood, and Ted Sporer.
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**Limiting auto imports**

American auto manufacturers and the Reagan administration must be breathing a sigh of relief this week. The problem of how to impose import quotas on Japanese auto sales was decided — for the nonce, at least — by the Reagan government almost exactly what it will encourage a voluntary reduction of auto exports. The results are predictable and consistent with the Reagan administration's stand on a light touch approach towards international trade. Although Reagan has expressed his belief in free trade and the dangers of "protectionism" in the marketplace, U.S. auto manufacturers have been increasingly vocal in their demands for government protection or a "voluntary" reduction of imports from Japan. The president's stand on this point has been pretty clear. The findings on his feelings would boost the economy by encouraging the importation of foreign automobiles. Of course, the controversy surrounding Iowa's decision to reconsider its auto import restrictions probably has made more noise and created a greater awareness of the issue than the group's funding problems. The negative solution to the group's funding problems is simply free enterprise. It was not intended to be a vote for or against the organization. It was intended to be a vote on the right to protest a law that it will encourage a voluntary reduction of auto exports.
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Serenity in motion

but now they drift on the still wind,
Butterfly, weights, and bulbs among what rushes will they build,
Butterfly, weights, and bulbs among, when we walk.

To find they have been

William Butler Yeats, The Wild Swans at Coole

Complaint against Bijou rejected

By Craig Genestus

The Iowa Human Rights Commission has rejected a complaint against the Bijou Theatre that alleged the center committed gender discrimination in violation of the Iowa Civil Rights Act of 1965.

The commission’s decision determined that the Bijou Theatre did not violate the Iowa Civil Rights Act of 1965.

The commission’s decision was based on the fact that the Bijou Theatre did not discriminate against any person because of their gender.

The commission’s decision was not appealed.
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"Pick'n on the Plains"

The Center for Urban Programs' "Pick'n on the Plains"itten will begin on April 15th at the Iowa Memorial Union. The event will feature live music, food, and drink.

Student Activities Profile

One of the many services the Office of Campus Programs and Student Activities (OPSA) offers is the Student Activities Profile. The student activities profile is a student-centered service that identifies and promotes campus activities.

The profile is available to all Iowa students and includes information on student organizations, events, and opportunities for involvement.

Riverfest Run

The Riverfest Run is an annual event that takes place each year on the Iowa Riverfront. The run is open to the public and encourages people to participate in a healthy and fun activity.

The Riverfest Run includes a 5k run, a 10k run, and a half-marathon.

ARH presents "Residence Hall Week"

ARH presents "Residence Hall Week" is an annual event that takes place in the residence halls. The week is filled with a variety of activities and events that are designed to bring the residence hall community together.

The week includes a variety of activities, such as movie nights, art sessions, and game nights.

M.D. SUPERDANCE "A Place in the Sun"

The M.D. Superdance, also known as "A Place in the Sun," is an annual event that takes place in the spring. The event is open to all students and is designed to bring the campus community together.

The event includes a variety of activities, such as a dance, a concert, and a variety of food and drink.
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Reagan tells public ‘don’t worry’

Reagan’s Wound

The bullet that struck President Reagan entered his chest below his left arm, ricocheted off a rib and lodged in his lung. The president was in a serious condition at the time of the shooting.

The bullet hole is visible on the left side of the president’s chest. The doctors later called the puncture wound a “really tough” one to cover the president’s appearance at the White House.

Recovery seen for agent and policeman

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The two law enforcement officers wounded in Monday’s assassination attempt on President Reagan were recovering well, doctors said.

City police officer Thomas Delahanty, 45, was in serious condition Monday night with a bullet wound in his neck. He was described as being alert and talking.

And Secret Service agent Timothy McCarthy, 32, the wounded Secret Service agent, was recovering well.

The Springfield (Ill.) Journal found Delahanty and McCarthy to be the same officer.

McCarthy was described as a “heckuva nice guy.” He is the son of a retired suburban division chief.
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...And the smell of gun smoke hung in the air

The moment before

President Reagan was shot. In Spokesmen outside the White House, John O'Quin, deputy director of press liaison for White House, states accurately for complete recovery "necessary." "I wish you were here," he said.

Haig takes over at White House following shooting of president

WASHINGTON (UPI)—Secretary of State Alexander Haig took charge of the government after President Ronald Reagan was shot outside a Washington hotel on Tuesday.

"As of now, I am in control here," the White House spokesmen outside the hotel said. "We have been informed that the Washington, D.C., police are in control here."

President George Bush, who was on the radio in a speech he was giving when the shooting occurred, said the president was taken to a hospital.

RICHARD W. HARRISON, a former aide to the White House and a former press secretary, was asked Monday night by President Reagan's press secretary, who was asked Monday night by President Reagan's press secretary, to assume the post of acting White House press secretary.

Alex Haig Stays in

Former White House aide Alexander Haig was named acting White House press secretary by President Reagan Tuesday night.

"If you're in charge of the White House, there is no second in command," Haig said. "I am in charge of the White House."

"Permanent Damage?

'permanent damage' is a term used by those who believe the President's injury to be permanent. Some say the President's injury is permanent because of the bullet that struck the President. Others say the President's injury is permanent because of the bullet that struck the President's brain. Nonetheless, others say the President's injury is permanent because the bullet that struck the President's brain caused permanent damage to the President's brain.

The President was shot in the head by an assailant outside the White House on Wednesday, March 31, 1981. The President is in critical condition and has been taken to a hospital. The President is currently in surgery.

BRADFORD K. G. RAOSE, the White House press secretary, said that the President's condition is critical.

The President's condition is critical, but he is expected to recover.

American's react with disgust, pain, loathsome and outraged; officials call for prayer, action
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**Bentler cited for battle bravery**

This is the account of a three-part series on the人生 of John Bentler, a veteran who served in Vietnam. After his time in the service, he became a warrior when he returned home from the war.

---

Most of Bentler's combat time in Vietnam was spent on helicopters, flying missions over the South Vietnamese. He says that the helicopters were key in his role as an advisor to the Vietnamese forces.

---

John Bentler became a warrior when he returned from Vietnam. After his time in the service, he began working as a gunfighter, using his skills to protect the Vietnamese against the war during the period of the 1970s.

---

Bentler said that his role as a gunfighter was to protect the Vietnamese from the Viet Cong, who were often armed with only a few bullets. He explains that his role was to protect the Vietnamese from the Viet Cong, who were often armed with only a few bullets.

---

**Bentler**

**For the week of March 30, 1981**

---

On May 10, 1981, Bentler was awarded the Bronze Star for his service in Vietnam. He is currently serving as a gunfighter and advisor to the Vietnamese forces.
FAA to eliminate controller jobs

Washington (UPI) -- The Department of Transportation is considering eliminating nearly 7,000 air traffic controller jobs because of an expected reduction in air traffic. The FAA is in the process of negotiating with the Federal Executive Board for a contract to replace one that expired March 31.

Bentler said Newell told the Southeast Airports Association that the FAA was a good citizen to the public and that the FAA needs to be able to operate in a more efficient manner.

The FAA was not available for comment.

April Showers

Spring Fashion Show

Thursday, April 2, 1981
7:30 pm

Moon Lodge

126 Madison Avenue

Sponsored by The Women at the Moon and Queen's Ransom Boutique

GEMINI

Beauty Salon

• Cuts • Tints • Perms

Featuring Products by

RREDKEN

Cauterity Monday

270 E. Washington 2-1104

PASTEL TUNIES

Livy Shoals

IOWA CITY'S BARGAIN RECORD STORE

615 S. Dubuque St.

333-8291

Hours: 9:00-8:00 Mon.; 9:00-7:00 Tues.-Fri.; 9:00-5:30 Sat.; 1:00-9:00 Sun.

QUEENS Ransom

BOUTIQUE

422 High Clie, No. 10

Mon.-Sat. 9-5

Now on sale every Rush album & the newest rainbow

Tuesday, March 31, 1981 -- Iowa City, Iowa

It pays to upgrade your insulation to today's new, higher standards.

Even if your home was built recently, it may not meet today's, new, higher standards for insulation. The more energy you can save, the more you pay to insulate. Iowa Illinoise Gas and Electric Company now recommends 90% standard insulation in attic. That's the equivalent of 1.0 inches of blankest fiberglass insulation. The new standard calls for full insulation in your attic.

You probably have some questions like:

• Should I try to do it myself?

We have answers to these kinds of questions and we can make suggestions which will help you choose an installation contractor.

You'll also find that many leading firms will offer loans for energy-saving home improvements.

To learn more about these new energy and money-saving insulation standards and how to improve the energy efficiency of your home, contact Iowa Illinois Gas and Electric Company office, or write our customer with your utility bill and we'll be in touch.

Energy, efficiency, savings, 

We're here to help!

Please complete the coupon and return with your utility bill.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ Zip __________

State ____________________________

Phone ____________________________

Best time to reach me ____________________________
Kennedy ended up to violence

See Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., today 7:00

Telephone: "I think all of us understand that all of us who care about this country," Senator Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., said Monday it is difficult to accomplish," Karson said of gun control regulation.
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A mind-blowing experience not much fun in 'Scanners'

By Craig Wysock

When there were 447 people in the world who could turn their minds into matter, why was there such a commotion in The Final Conflict?

The reason, of course, is simple: you can't really be scared of a bunch of things that don't exist.

Stephen Lack plays a detached hero who doesn't believe in heroics or anything very much. He's only interested in turning his mind into a thing of flesh and blood, which he can then use to control the other scanners.

But when we meet him, he's still working on the project with the help of a young girl he's attracted to, and he seems to be building something bigger and better than before.

Eventually a couple of experiments go wrong, and Lack has to face the girls and people with questions who get their way after having to put up with a few more bloody theories.

If film lives up to promise, this conflict is finally over.

Films

"I am not sure if the camera moves or is it to the camera," he says.

"The Final Conflict" is a movie about Scanner wars.

"In this film, we see the best of what is good about scanners and the worst about what they have to offer.

"If scanners are the future, then the future is bleak.

"Scanners are a threat to the world because they have the ability to project their minds into matter.

"But if we let them, they could turn things into a mess.

"This is the question: What if there were 237 people in the world who could turn their minds into matter, and only one was left alive?"

"Not a good thing for扫描s, but a good thing for everyone else.

"In the end, we see the good things about scanners and the bad things about them.
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Elmore Leonard's "Lack" plays the final battle.
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The Final Conflict is at Campus II.
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Fry prepares troops as spring football starts

By Ray Christensen

Iowa State Coach Jerry Fry had just had a fight in a bowling alley with a reporter yesterday, ending spring of football practice and taking Iowa on a chance for the Big Ten.

With 41 veterans returning from last fall's 1-9-5 season and only six with less than two years of experience coming back from the winter, the Hawkeyes and the other Big Ten teams are in line to improve their overall record of 3-7-1 this year.

"It's a long season, and we have a lot of work to do," Fry said. "We expect to improve." He continued, "I expect that if we play our best -- and we have the depth and experience to do so -- we should make some noise in the conference."

Lewis, DeAnna win Courageous, MVP awards at annual banquet

By Ray Christensen

The Iowa women's 1-9-1 tennis team, coached by Ardelle DeAnna, was honored with the Most Valuable Award at the annual banquet Thursday night in the McFarland Hall.

DeAnna, a senior, was named the Most Valuable Player for the Iowa women's tennis team, a team that reached the NCAA tournament.

"Ardelle's the best," said team captain Mary Ann Mommens, who was also honored at the banquet. "She's a great tennis player, a great person, and a great leader."

Wrestling

By Ray Christensen

The Iowa wrestling team, led by freshman Barry Zwiener, won the Iowa State Meet on Saturday.

"We're off to a good start," said Iowa wrestling coach Tim Riley. "We have a lot of potential, and we're looking forward to the season.""
ye ok
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BERKENPAS

Continued from page 14

In the end, though, she remembers the way it was for her.

"I'll be a challenge," she says. "But the players I've got here were waiting to work hard enough for it."

Berkemeyer attended several area basketball games this year, but would be easier to evaluate from the sidelines that night.

"We're not the same team," she said. "And we got along really well. We just don't seem to have a lot of people who can do it. The team was so good because we probably would be able to work together, but not with a lot of people."

Berkemeyer, who was also looking for John Halstad, Russell and Duda, said to anyone "the kids" from Cypress team about her choice. "I think everything else is good, but if you were to see their concerns, they would do it. But the kids would have been really disappointed if I had gone out of state."

ALTHOUGH Berkemeyer will not officially sign a national letter of intent until 15 years, he has chosen to forego the rest of his prep career and focus on the next four years at the Big 12.

"I kind of knew all along that Iowa was the best place to go," she said. "The coaches are the best and the players play some great basketball. But I'm not sure if other kids who are talented and want to play at a high level, you can stay out of Iowa."

"There's not much in my view where I want to go," Berkemeyer said. "I've been there before, and it's too hard."

Berkemeyer said that she also had some concerns about her own family life. "We're not the same team," she said. "And we got along really well. We just don't seem to have a lot of people who can do it. The team was so good because we probably would be able to work together, but not with a lot of people."

RECRUITS

Continued from page 14

The NCAA allows only 18 players on scholarship at one time, Iowa has 11 scholarship players returning next season. The only other scholarship available is for connecting with recruit Greg Overton.

Iowa's long-term goal is to enroll 18 players, but that's not likely to happen this season. "I know we're going to have a lot of problems," coach Harrelson said. "We're not going to have a lot of talent, but if we can get better, we can get back to where we were last year."

SOMETHING for sport enthusiasts...photography

A baseball card and sports memorabilia show is planned April 8 at the Osborn's in Coralville. The show begins at 9 a.m. Admission is free. For more details, call 262-3565.

POLICE OFFICER

$15,000-$20,000 annually. Persons work in law enforcement, crime prevention, protection of life & property with a high school diploma or GED and a minimum age of 18. Requires physical fitness - certification. Applications available from the Police Department, 410 E. Washington, Iowa City, 226-4541. Ask about joining a police officer training program.

THE DAILY IOWAN

Wants corrective for the following areas:

"Yes, I'll answer."

Routes average to 12 each, Monday-Friday. No collections. Delivery by 7:30 a.m. Call 262-4682.
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